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Figure 1: Images showing our (a) optical see-through (OST) display setup with eye tracker and light sensor, (b) light-adapted pupil ellipses in
bright, mid, and dim light conditions, (c) algorithmically chosen brightness for corresponding pupil-light data pairs (paused over real backgrounds
and taken through the OST view port), and (d) a visual representation of user selected points (white dots) and the output of our neural network
model (surface plot, R2 = 0.9510) that shows the non-linearity of user brightness preferences.

A BSTRACT

Index Terms: K.6.1 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Project and People Management—Life Cycle; K.7.m
[The Computing Profession]: Miscellaneous—Ethics

In practical use of optical see-through head-mounted displays, users
often have to adjust the brightness of virtual content to ensure that it
is at the optimal level. Automatic adjustment is still a challenging
problem, largely due to the bidirectional nature of the structure of
the human eye, complexity of real world lighting, and user perception. Allowing the right amount of light to pass through to the retina
requires a constant balance of incoming light from the real world, additional light from the virtual image, pupil contraction, and feedback
from the user. While some automatic light adjustment methods exist,
none have completely tackled this complex input-output system. As
a step towards overcoming this issue, we introduce IntelliPupil, an
approach that uses eye tracking to properly modulate augmentation
lighting for a variety of lighting conditions and real scenes. We first
take the data from a small form factor light sensor and changes in
pupil diameter from an eye tracking camera as passive inputs. This
data is coupled with user-controlled brightness selections, allowing
us to fit a brightness model to user preference using a feed-forward
neural network. Using a small amount of training data, both scene
luminance and pupil size are used as inputs into the neural network,
which can then automatically adjust to a user’s personal brightness
preferences in real time. Experiments in a high dynamic range AR
scenario with varied lighting show that pupil size is just as important
as environment light for optimizing brightness and that our system
outperforms linear models.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Optical see-through head-mounted displays (OST-HMDs) give us
the ability to display digital content over the real world in a user’s
direct field of view. Ideally, a user should be able to clearly see the
augmented information without disturbing information in the real
world in the process. For example, when reading an e-mail in a
dim room, solid billboard text could occlude the scene and prevent
the user’s pupils from light-adapting to the natural environment.
Mismatched brightness can also cause eye fatigue and significant
reductions in performance [4].
To prevent this lighting mismatch and reduce the need for constant manual adjustment, digital content should be displayed at the
preferred (rather than most visible) brightness in order to obtain
balanced lighting conditions in which users can view both scene
and display content comfortably. Though some OST-HMDs have
built-in functions that adjust the brightness of the display based on
the environment [25], matching environment brightness or changing text color to maximize visibility is not always the best solution,
especially for non-augmentative or user-centric content [14]. For
example, for the same block of text and background, different viewers will prefer different display contrasts since each individual’s
perception and light-adapted pupil size differs. Also, looking at a
small text label versus a large browser window at the same luminance will have a very different effect on pupil dilation and user
perception. In contrast with algorithms designed to maximize visibility [6], light adjustment for practical use needs to handle issues
like inadequate light-adaptation of the eye in dim environments and
non-linear contrast preferences that vary from user to user.
To address the aforementioned problems, this paper proposes
a novel method called IntelliPupil designed to help automatically
adjust the brightness of OST-HMDs. Rather than using a scene
camera and matching or maximizing contrast with environment light
like other approaches, we use a combination of pupil size taken from
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a near eye camera and light readings from a high dynamic range,
small form-factor light sensor. The data from these two inputs is then
used to train our algorithm, which is able to adjust brightness using
a combination of machine learning and filtering for an individual
user in any environment in real time. This strategy also accounts
for gaze point on both the screen and environment since the pupil
inherently adapts to any light passing through to the retina. We have
also made several significant discoveries about the correspondences
between user preference and pupil size and learned much about the
pupil’s response to virtual lighting.
First, in a pilot experiment, we tested a simplistic pupil based
method to get an idea of how effective the pupil itself would be as
an input for adjustment. Results showed that using only the pupil
performed relatively well in maintaining optimal brightness to some
extent. However, this approach still had several limitations due to the
non-linear nature of user contrast preferences over higher dynamic
ranges.
Based on these findings, we proceeded to create an improved
algorithm that used combinations of user preference, pupil size and
environment lighting to make the adjustments. After implementation,
several iterations, and refinements of the algorithm, we produced a
final version and conducted a user experiment to evaluate how well
it would perform against current linear model that we implemented
for comparison. We tested these algorithms with both virtual text
and billboard content, and also included a number of different backgrounds over a high dynamic range to test both the accuracy and
practicality of the system. Results showed that IntelliPupil outperformed the linear model in most cases, and further analysis revealed
that pupil size just as important of a factor as environment light for
matching preferred brightness. Our primary contributions include:
• the development and refinement of IntelliPupil, an algorithm
that accounts for user preference, pupil size, and environment
light to manage display brightness,
• experiments that compare this algorithm against a linear model
and analysis that reveals the effectiveness of pupil size for
HMD light modulation.
In the following sections, we present existing literature on pupillometry and the effectiveness of lighting adjustment techniques to
improve AR experiences with OST-HMDs, present details of our
pilot experiment, describe our algorithm re-design and refinements
we carried out based on the pilot experiment data, present the details
of an in-depth experiment to test the performance of our improved
algorithm, and finally discuss and conclude the paper.

the amount of incoming light, but also by a wide range of factors,
such as age [23], mental workload [17], mental state [1], and iris
color [24]. As such, the pupil size plays an essential role when
studying the mental state of the user, which can also affect his or her
perception of environmental light.
Pupil size has also been used to study effects of watching media
on the user and to adapt the luminance of a monitor to present a
better viewing experience [20]. Our research follows this idea, but
unlike the case of a monitor or video see-through (VST) display,
OST-HMD lighting adjustment must take into account users can
view the background lighting as well as the illumination coming
from the HMD in the same field of view. It is thus necessary to
provide not only a comfortable experience, but also to consider the
balance between incoming light sources so as to not prevent viewing
of one or the other. Instead of considering the pupil variation as
a fatigue level as in [20], we treat it as a parameter to describe
the user’s real-time adaptation state to all the perceived light. By
referring to it and combining it with the user’s preference, it is able
for us to train our algorithm and modulate the brightness/contrast to
a more balanced level.
2.2

Automated Lighting Adjustment

Automated adjustment of brightness/contrast of the virtual content
relative to the background real environment under dynamic lighting
is an active research topic in AR for both HMD-based systems [26]
[13] [7] and other displays like projectors [5].
With a VST display, brightness/contrast adjustment is somewhat straightforward since the display content is all that the user
views [27]. In the case of OST-HMDs, however, brightness/contrast
adjustment requires a more careful control mechanism. One attempt
at solving this problem was by Yamazoe et al., who investigated algorithms to adjust LCD backlighting and found that a linear method
for adjustment outperformed displaying at a middle brightness level
for viewing HMD content [26]. Mori et al. approached the problem
from a different angle and instead of adjusting virtual content to
match the environment, they controlled the opacity of a liquid crystal
shutter on an OST-HMD to uniformly dim the real environment so
that the HMD content was perceptually brighter [13].
Hiroi et al. further employed an automated per-pixel brightness
adjustment mechanism in the context of vision augmentation using
an OST-HMD. They use an occlusion mask and HMD content for
over- and under-exposed regions to make them re-appear in the user
view [7].
However, none of these take user’s pupil adaptation into consideration. Several patents related to automated brightness adjustment
currently exist [2, 12, 22], even going so far as to claim a pupil based
adjustment method, but none of the patents have actually tested the
proposed algorithms with a participant group or produced tangible
results showing how the eye functions in an AR/MR scenario with
variable lighting. Moreover, few of these techniques have actually
made it into commercial devices, further demonstrating the need for
a formal study and more careful algorithm design.
Although other vision augmentation and object enhancement
methods exist for object enhancement [7] or lighting reproduction, we focus on user-centric content [14] such as e-mails, worldregistered windows such as browsers, and interactive icons or widgets that are more subject to a user’s preferred brightness setting.
Of the automated methods available, environmental luminance is
usually only taken into account. Because the pupil itself is a type
of biological pinhole camera, the amount of light passing through
to the retina from a particular point in the environment is to a great
extent represented by the pupil size. We hypothesized that it would
be necessary to manage brightness and designed our system to use
the pupil size as an input accordingly.

2 R ELATED WORK
Most research falls into one of two categories, including 1) eye
tracking and pupillometry applications used to control AR content,
and 2) automated methods specific to lighting adjustment.
2.1 Eye Tracking and Pupillometric Measurement
Eye tracking is a good means of improving the user experience for
OST-HMDs since it can provide a variety of valuable information
and is easy to implement even on a wearable device. For example,
it has been explored as a means for interaction [11], focus depth
estimation [10, 21], and calibration [8, 18] for OST-HMDs. While
most common applications of eye-tracking in OST-HMDs remain
the estimation of either the eye-pose or the user’s gaze, the variation of the pupil size also provides information that is essential for
generating more compelling computer graphics or world-registered
augmentations [16, 19].
Many studies are already dedicated to the study of how the pupil
and eyes are affected by light. For example, an early study by De
Groot and Gebhard came up with a model for determining pupil size
in response to luminance [3]. Though the pupil functions similar
to the aperture of a camera in that it controls how much light falls
onto the retina to adapt to the scene, its size is affected not only by
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Figure 2: The 3D model used to print our OST mount (left), TSL2561
light sensor (center), and Pupil-labs camera used in the experiment
(right).
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Figure 3: The images used in both experiments. (a), (b), (c), and
(d) were projected as backgrounds in the pilot experiment, and correspond to the Dark, SlightlyDark, SlightlyBright, and Bright conditions.
(e), (f), and (g) were displayed as the overlaid virtual content for the
pilot experiment, from left to right: Text Only, Image Only, and Text
with Image, which correspond to the result graphs in Fig. 4. The final
experiment tested (e) and (h). Note that black appears as transparent
on the HoloLens.

3 H ARDWARE AND S OFTWARE S ETUP
Our system is primarily composed of the display, eye tracker, and
light sensor for hardware, which are integrated with the eye tracking
software, pupillometric light adjustment algorithms, and communication software framework. These parts are described in detail
below.
3.1 Hardware
Since we designed our method primarily for OST HMDs, we selected the Microsoft HoloLens as our test display. To handle interchangeable attachment of both the eye tracking cameras and a
variety of forward-facing cameras and light sensors, we built a custom 3D printed mount based on the ModulAR framework [15], as
shown in Fig. 2. This allowed us to attach a variety of sensors or
cameras on the same optical axis as virtual content.
To detect the environment light, we could not use the front-facing
camera of the HoloLens or a typical webcamera due to the limited
dynamic range. Though a high dynamic range (HDR) camera would
have worked, its size, weight and cost are not optimal for use with
an HMD. Instead, we used a fingernail sized HDR luminosity sensor
TSL2561. It provides a dynamic range of 0.1 lx to 40,000 lx, and
can be sampled every 10 ms, much better than any commodity web
camera could provide. This was controlled with an Arduino Red
Board, part number DEV-13975.
For the eye tracking camera, we used a 60Hz Pupil-labs camera
in a single-eye configuration, as can be seen in the lower right of Fig.
2. Shown on the left of the same figure, our 3D printed mount allows
both camera and sensor to be rigidly fixed to the display so that the
relative position does not change during use. Both the eye tracking
and rendering threads were processed on a desktop computer with
an Intel Xeon E5–2690 CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680
GPU.

could be used to manage virtual lighting.
4.1 Pupil Based Algorithm
As an initial test, we first built a basic algorithm to understand
whether pupil size alone could be used to manage lighting and to gain
a better understanding of how the pupil would function in dynamic
conditions. In essence, we first measure the minimum and maximum
size of a user’s pupil as a baseline, and all luminance values of the
display are then linearly interpolated (inversely) between these two
values based on the pupil size. For example, the minimum pupil
size (full constriction) would result in full display brightness, and
maximum pupil size (full dilation) would result in minimum display
brightness plus an offset. We included this offset so that complete
darkness would not result in completely transparent content, and the
offset was fixed at 20% above minimum brightness, selected through
initial testing.
4.2 Setup and Conditions
10 subjects, 6 male and 4 female, ranging in age from 22 to 27 (avg.
24.38, stdev. 2.06), participated in the pilot experiment. All subjects
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and stated that they had
little to no experience in the usage of OST-HMDs (fewer than 3 uses).
The experiment consisted of two phases: 1) a comparison of user
selected brightness, pupil-based algorithm determined brightness,
and mean/max brightness, and 2) subjective ratings of the latter three
brightness management strategies to determine how close each was
to the ideal brightness setting.
To display and control real world background lighting, we used
a projector (RICOH PJ WX4141NI) that can output up to 3,300 lm
of light. We projected images with four different brightness levels
as shown in (a) through (d) Fig. 3, which respectively correspond
to the Dark, SlightlyDark, SlightlyBright, and Bright conditions in
Fig. 4. To figure out how far off from the ideal the pupil based
algorithm was, we compared its results to the mean and maximum
brightness settings of the display. In addition to verifying the basic
effectiveness of pupil response as a method for lighting adjustment,
we could also improve the fundamental structure of future iterations
of the algorithm and determine what to include in our primary higher
dynamic range experiment.

3.2 Software
To track the user’s eye, we use the 3D eye tracking framework developed by Itoh, Orlosky, and Swirzki [9]. This gives us a relatively
stable calibration as well as the real size of the pupil in millimeters
(mm) from a 3D eye model. This eye tracking data is then sent to
Unity (5.6.0f3) over a socket on the same PC to minimize latency.
Within Unity, we also display several different types of content
for the experiments such as a browser (billboard) and regular text,
as described later in the experiments sections. These images are
then sent via network socket to the HoloLens using the remoting
application, which allows content from Unity on the host PC to be
directly displayed on the HMD screen. All the virtual images used
in our experimental setup were displayed at a distance of 2 meters
directly in front of the user’s view point (screen center). Also, since
the adjustable brightness range of the HoloLens is subdivided into
levels, we set the brightness level to maximum and controlled the
perceived brightness of the rendered content by adjusting its opacity
in Unity.

4.3 Initial Results
Though somewhat simplistic, our evaluation showed that pupil based
light management is already better than maximizing brightness in
some cases. Fig. 4 shows a summary of the options most closely
matched with user preference, with the best options for each piece
of HMD content circled with a dotted green line. The pupil based
algorithm closely (75%) matched user preference for the text only
and image only cases, but it was not able to account for low-light

4 I NITIAL A LGORITHM AND P ILOT E XPERIMENTS
Though we have much information about how the pupil functions in
response to light, we set up a pilot test to better understand how this
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Figure 5: Box plot showing subjective results from the second part
of the pilot experiment, where participants rated all methods on a
seven point Likert scale ranging from too dim (1) to too bright (7). The
green line (at 4) represents the “just right” level. The ‘x’s represent
the mean.
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Prior to finding an algorithm that worked well, we tested other
implementations that turned out to be ineffective, but learned a great
deal in the process.

luminance and pupil response [24] [23], it is hard to apply these
models directly to the lighting adjustment of OST-HMDs. One
reason is that it is difficult to properly measure the luminance of
both the near-eye virtual content and the environment in real time.
Additionally, the individual differences in users’ light adaptation and
preferences make it necessary to define a personalized model.
To overcome the limitations of these other approaches, we decided
to develop a neural network to generate a personally optimized
model obtained from a short user training phase. This training
could be done automatically over the course of a few hours of
regular HMD use, but we defined a training period of about 20
minutes (approx. 100 selections over 10 backgrounds x 2 lighting
conditions) in order to shorten our experimentation time. In the
primary experiment, we used a custom implementation of neural
network that has 2 hidden layers, limited to 10 neurons for each
to reduce the time cost of training and the over-fitting. We used
the back propagation algorithm for calculating the weights of the
network and the hyperbolic function tanh as the activation function.
All data were trained at a learning rate of 0.003 out of 5000 epochs
with the batch size being 1.
The neural network is trained on pupil-light input pairs, i.e., a
pupil radius [mm] and environment illuminance [lx] with a user
selected preferred brightness (from 0 to 1 in Unity). Through an
initial test data set, we found that passing our raw inputs through a
linear scaling transformation without normalizing the distribution
works best for tuning our model. Thus, we can train the network to
mimic the user’s choices fairly well, and much better than current
linear models, as shown later in the primary experiments.
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Figure 4: Graphs showing how our initial pupil based algorithm (orange) performed in comparison to mean and max brightness settings.
User preferences were taken as ground truth and are shown in black,
with extended green lines for reference. The vertical axis represents
the minimum (+20% offset) and maximum display brightness of the
HoloLens for a given virtual image, scaled from 0 to 1.

situations properly. Fig. 5 shows subjective ratings versus the
mean and max values for screen brightness. Further refinement and
experimentation were necessary, so we re-designed our algorithms
and conducted a more thorough experiment next.
5

A LGORITHM R EDESIGN

AND

R EFINEMENT

First Iteration

The first was a hard coded approach that used a weighted function to
determine the ideal display brightness. The basic algorithm included
a pre-calibrated pupil-brightness model that weighted pupil size and
environment light. Through informal testing of this algorithm, we
learned that the output function was still relatively 1-dimensional
and could not handle the entire spectrum of brightness solely based
on the two weighting functions. This was primarily due to two
downsides of the approach, including that we had no good way to
calibrate the weight function for each user and that we could not
update the model to account for non-linear differences in preference
at various brightness levels. Based on these findings, we decided
to explore a machine learning approach that matched brightness
preference to pupil size and environment lighting over a higher
dynamic range.
5.2

Automated Adjustment Filter

A good HMD lighting model needs to be sensitive to all environment
conditions, but must also provide a desirable user experience. Because human pupil size is not stable over time due to the adaptation
of the cones and rods to incoming light and because the output of the
eye tracker is not always perfect, making direct adjustments using
the raw pupil value resulted in noisy output and very noticeable
changes in HMD lighting. In order to avoid the excessive changes
in brightness over short periods of time, we implemented a simple
filtering (smoothing) algorithm to account for the variation v̇ in pupil
size. This is given by the following
v̇ =

∑TT−I p−∑T−I
T−2I p
,
∑T−I
T−2I p

where ∑N
M p denotes the summary of the pupil size p from time M
to N, T denotes the respective time and I denotes a constant time
interval that was picked through trial and error. In our primary
experimental setup, the interval I was set to 0.5 second and v̇ was
set to 0.0004 as a result from an initial test. Informal testing of this
algorithm appeared to yield much better results, so we decided to
test it in depth as follows.

Machine Learning Approach using Pupil-light Pairs

The high level idea behind this approach is to obtain a mapping
of the user’s preference for any given pupil size and environment
light for a given piece of virtual content. Although many general
models exist that can describe the connection between perceived
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P RIMARY E XPERIMENT

In this experiment, we wanted to test how the new IntelliPupil
algorithm, referred to as IntelliPUpil, would perform in a more
complex real environment. In addition, we implemented a linear
adjustment model, referred to as Linear, that sets display brightness
based on the illuminance of the background as measured by the
HDR luminosity sensor. The end goals of the experiment were to 1)
train the IntelliPupil algorithm, 2) verify the efficacy of the trained
algorithm and compare our results to the commonly used Linear
model, and 3) learn about the behavior of the pupil in the process of
OST-HMD usage.
6.1

Figure 6: Images showing the layout of the experiment and room
used to control lighting conditions. Numbers printed on single sheets
of paper were disbursed throughout the room so that all participants
would have a high dynamic range of lighting conditions (approximate
range of 0.5 cd/m2 in the corner to 4500 cd/m2 in the window). Lightsoff (left) and lights-on (right) conditions are also shown, taken with a
360◦ camera.

Setup and Gaze Tasks

A total of 12 individuals participated in the experiment, but data from
3 individuals was excluded from analysis due to excessive mascara,
irregular pupil shape, and failure of the eye tracker, leaving nine valid
participants, 6 male and 3 female ranging in age from 23 to 54 (avg.
28, stdev. 9.33), for analysis. The general experiment procedure
involved first gathering a training set of data, then evaluating our
algorithm against the environment light based linear model to see
which more closely matched user selections. The layout and two
fisheye views of our experiment environment is shown in Fig. 6.
We set up a 5x5 meter room so that a single window was visible
and facing near-direct sunlight to mimic outdoor lighting, as can be
seen in the upper right of each image. The other side of the room
was darkened to obtain lower lighting conditions. All experiments
were conducted from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in order to obtain outdoor
light. The illuminance value (as taken from the sensor) ranged from
approximately 0.002 lx to 1000 lx, which corresponds to point values
of 0.5 cd/m2 for the darkest corner of the room to 4500cd/m2 when
facing the open window, measured with a Konica Minolta CS–100A
luminance meter. With this large range of lighting values, we could
to a certain extent test in both indoor and outdoor lighting.
The tasks in this experiment were different from the pilot in that
participants gazed at physically printed numbers and other objects in
the real world rather than a projected background. We also reduced
the number of virtual overlays to two, including a browser window
(billboard-style) and regular text. This allowed us ample training
time for our algorithm, a period for testing, and subjective evaluation.
6.1.1

and the participant then rotated in the chair so that the HMD faced
the next number. This was carried out for times for each number for
two general lighting conditions and two HMD conditions as follows:
•
•
•
•

This provided us with (5 x 10 x 2) 100 data points (pupil-light
correspondences) for each of the Plain Text and Browser Content
conditions. Afterwards, while the participant took a short break, the
recorded pupil-light data pairs were fed into the neural network as
training data prior to the second half of the experiment.
6.1.3 Algorithm Evaluation and Comparison
The second part of the experiment was designed to determine how
well the IntelliPupil algorithm could actually reproduce user preferences and to see how this compared to the linear model. This was
designed as more of an ”in the wild” evaluation, where participants
were asked to gaze at multiple objects/directions for both the Linear
and IntelliPupil approaches. This time, instead of choosing a preference, participants were asked to rate how close the algorithmic
result was to their actual preference, with 4 being perfect, 1 being
too dim, and 7 being too bright, using the mouse wheel to select
a score. Both algorithms were displayed at random, one after the
other for a particular gaze point, so that participants could rate each
of for each pair over the same background. This was repeated 20
times and both types of HMD content in an intermediate lighting
condition (half of the room lights on) to expose participants to a
lighting condition that was not part of the training data set.

Linear Model for Comparison

Current linear models either try to match environment light with
display brightness as closely as possible or maximize contrast against
the environment. Since we want to avoid the problem of preventing
the pupil from light-adapting, we ignored contrast maximization and
implemented the model that matches environment light as closely as
possible. The algorithm adjusts the display brightness to bd linearly
based on the illuminance i of the environment measured by the
forward-facing luminosity sensor. This is given by the following

6.2 Results
To observe how well the neural network fit users’ initial selections,
we estimated the average accuracy of all pupil-light data pairs for
each participant by calculating the mean squared error (MSE) and

i
bd = MIN(1, IMAX −I
),
MIN

where IMAX and IMIN denote the maximum and minimum illuminance of the environment. In our experiment, IMAX was set to 0 lx
(no light incoming) and IMIN was set to 1000 lx, a high illuminance
level corresponding to the maximum brightness of the HMD.
6.1.2

Lighting 1: Room lighting on
Lighting 2: Room lighting off
HMD 1: Plain text paragraph (non-billboard)
HMD 2: Browser content (full-screen billboard)

Table 1: Neural network training result for each participant. Note that
the output preferred brightness ranges from 0 to 1.
Plain Text

Training

The participants first sat down on a swivel chair, put on the display,
adjusted it to the appropriate nose height, and confirmed that virtual
content was visible. Next, we initialized the eye tracking software
to make sure it was stable. Next, we began the training phase for the
experiment, in which participants had to gaze at each of the numbers
in the room sequentially. When focused on each number, they used a
hand-held mouse to select their preferred brightness for that number
by using the scroll wheel to adjust brightness and clicking to make a
selection. This click selection was repeated five times per number,

5

#

MSE

R2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.0045
0.0068
0.0111
0.0007
0.0113
0.0082
0.0147
0.0011
0.0035

0.8471
0.8844
0.7957
0.9000
0.7884
0.9134
0.8847
0.9620
0.9055

Browser Content
MSE

R2

0.0048
0.0093
0.0046
0.6505
0.0057
0.0016
0.0036
0.0209
0.0012

0.7363
0.7294
0.9510
0.4546
0.9131
0.9740
0.9148
0.7077
0.9193
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Subjective ratings for the Linear and IntelliPupil models are summarized in Fig. 8, where a score of 4 represents the ideal (just
right) brightness. A Kruskal-wallis test for subjective ratings
showed a significant difference between Linear and IntelliPupil
for both the browser (χ 2 = 94.211 > χu2 = 6.635, P << 0.01) and
text (χ 2 = 141.337 > χu2 = 6.635, P << 0.01 ) conditions. This
evidence shows that IntelliPupil outperformed the linear model at
matching user preferences, though ratings were still slightly below
ideal. We also realized after the fact that the hard-coded scaling
parameter for the linear model may have been too strict since IMAX
was set to 1000 lx but observed maximum illuminance from the
experiment data was around 800 lx. This means that the Linear
adjustment likely only provided approximately 80% of its maximum
output, which lead to the lower subjective scores.
D ISCUSSION , C HALLENGES ,

Browser

From the results in Fig. 8, we can see that the IntelliPupil output
still deviates somewhat from the user’s ideal display brightness.
Several possibilities remain for this inaccuracy, including the need
for additional training of the model in real world use, user emotional
state, and other unknown parameters that may need to be included in
the model. One example of such a parameter might be the number
of lit pixels on the screen. Since we tested relatively static blocks of
content (text/browser), we should ideally come up with a function
that takes each pixel into account and would thus not need to trained
separate data sets for different virtual content. Display brightness
as well as FoV will also have a large influence on pupil size. Large
bright windows displayed in a 100 degree FoV display in a dark
environment will likely be more influential on pupil size than a
small icon overlaid onto a scene in broad daylight. As future work,
we are striving toward a content-independent model that can be
trained using more flexible inputs, though this will need to be heavily
optimized.
In our primary experiment, we used a natural scene as the background and asked the participants to gaze in various directions while
evaluating the algorithms to get practical results. However, we also
believe that doing the experiment in a more controlled condition
could give us deeper insights into how the lighting conditions of the
environment and HMD would affect pupil size, which is planned
as future work. We are planning to conduct a new user experiment
under fully controlled and more various lighting conditions to reveal
the relationship between the environment/HMD brightness and the
pupil adaptation when one’s using an OST-HMD outdoors.
Lastly, though we designated a 20-minute training session for
users during our experiments, we could just as easily use brightness
adjustments over time to train the algorithm. In other words, the
adjustments and button presses have to do to adjust display lighting
anyway could be fed into the algorithm without the user noticing,
eliminating a formal training phase. For practical use, we need to
come up with a more stable and drift-independent eye model. We
believe some of the results with poor fitting, such as subject #4
with the browser content in Table 1, which is also visualized as the
lower right of Fig. 7, were due to a re-calibration caused by a large
positional shift of the eye tracking camera during the experiment.
Instead of initializing the tracker for each user prior to or during
training, it would be ideal to save a user’s previously generated eye
models for longer term use. In the future, it is also our goal to refine
our algorithm so it can be applied to previously unseen content and
for users for whom we do not yet have any training information.

coefficient of determination (R2 ) of Plain Text and Browser Content.
Table 1 shows the average results aggregated from all rounds of
training in the primary experiment, which resulted in relatively high
correlations between user selections and model output. Correlations
were relatively good for most users, and are visualized for some of
the best and worst cases in Fig. 7, with input pairs as white elevated
points and the resulting neural network outputs (for all possible
inputs) as surface plots.
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Figure 8: Box plots of average brightness selections relative to ideal
(rating of 4) for Linear and IntelliPupil methods and browser versus
text.

Figure 7: 3D visualizations of the output from some of the best and
worst fits for the trained neural network model, including all possible
pupil-light input pairs. The white elevated points are the user input
pairs that trained the model. Pupil radius is in [mm], environment light
is in [lx], and HMD brightness is the resulting alpha value from 0-1 in
Unity.
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Based on the visualizations in Fig. 7, we can infer that 1) the
brightness preferences of users for various environment lighting are
non-linear, and 2) though somewhat similar, models for individual
users can vary greatly. This has significant implications for the
way content designers should choose to display text or other content, especially since increasing contrast or matching background
luminance is currently a common approach in both research and
industry.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Intellipupil, an algorithm that can automatically adjust display lighting a user’s brightness and contrast
preferences. Using both pupil size and environment light, we can
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To appear in the Proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality.
adjust HMD lighting better than current linear models, which shows
that user preferences for contrast must be taken into account in addition to environment light. Experiment results also showed that
environment light alone is not enough to manage display lighting,
and that pupil size is an equally important factor in adjusting to
an ideal brightness. We hope that this algorithm, the neural network design, and our experiment results will change the way people
think about light management techniques for OST-HMDs in the near
future.
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